The interactions of baryons and their resonances are investigated on the basis of a relativistic composite model in terms of the B-S amplitudes. By imposing appropriate conditions, the B-S amplitudes are constructed, which are different from those obtained by a method of SU(6) or U(12) symmetry. This difference may be attributed partially to the effects of interactions and relative motion of urbaryons. From the analysis of various interactions, it is shown that these effects are absorbed in a simplified form of B-S amplitudes as if they were small. The absolute values of magnetic moments, NN1r coupling constant and N* N1r coupling constant are calculated in good agreement with experiment. The experimental branching ratios of P-decay are also reproduced by our approach. § I. Introduction and summary Going with increasing experimental information, many attempts have been made at a unified description of elementary particles on the basis of various kinds of composite models,Il with successful results. For example, an approach by nonrelativistic quark modePl or U (12) -group theory 3 l which rests explicitly or implicitly on a composite hypothesis for elementary particles, predicts the ratio of magnetic moments f1.,./ /J,p = -2/3, the F-D ratio F / D = 2/3 in /1-decay of nucleon and so on, which are in excellent agreement with experiments. On the other hand, a different approach by Regge pole model or Veneziano model 4 l seems to reveal the composite aspects of elementary particles in a sense, elucidating the dynamics at the subhadronic level.
In the formulation of the problems concerned here, it is a vital point to construct the wave functions or B-S amplitudes describing the composite system of three urbaryons. In the attempts made so far, the B-S amplitudes were constructed by imposing SU(6) or U(12) symmetry in some approaches, 2 h 8 l and were approximated by a direct product of three spinors corresponding to free urbaryons moving with the same momentum of the baryon, by neglecting the effects of interactions and relative motions among urbaryons in the others (see papers of Peking group). As was analyzed in I and II, and was stressed in an analysis of "' 0~2 r, 8 l the effects mentioned above are rather large and are reflected, for example, in the large magnitudes of parameters te corresponding to the masses m,., mp, etc., in the static case.
In § 2, we construct the B-S amplitudes of baryons in a rather unrestricted form compared with those of Ref. 3) , taking account of the effects mentioned above as much as possible, and discuss our results comparing with those obtained from other points of view like SU(6) or U (12) symmetry. The electromagnetic interactions of baryons are investigated in § 3, in order to normalize B-S amplitudes through the charge form factor of baryons on the one hand and thereby to get the absolute values of magnetic moments of baryons on the other hand. The results for magnetic moments (f.!p=2.72, f.!n= -1.82, f.!A= -0.85 and f.!s·=2.51 in units of e/2MP) agree very well with experimental data 9 l (/.!p=2.79, f.!n= -1.91, f.!A= -0.7±0.07 and f.!s·=2.59±0.46 in units of e/2Mp).
In § 4, we investigate {3-decay of baryons in a ·similar approximation. As meson states contributing to weak form factors, the existing mesons, i.e., pseudoscalar, vector and axialvector mesons ("'±' p± and A 1± etc.) can be taken. It may be very suggestive for weak interactions, however, that the axialvector form factor cannot be obtained by the effects of these mesons as long as they are assumed to be s-wave and p-wave bound states. This may be an indication for the existence of "yet to be observed" weak bosons. Assuming the existence of such weak bosons with suitable B-S amplitudes, we analyze the {3-decay of baryons by using gAfgv ratio and life time of neutron as input data. The results obtained are in reasonable agreement with experimental data (decay branching ratios and gAfgv ratios). Of course, the same results are obtained also in a scheme, where the direct weak interactions of urbaryons coexist with the effects of observed mesons. Strong vertices of baryon and meson are discussed in § 5. The coupling constant g1,¥W!" = 14.5 is predicted, which should be compared with g~~ .. :::::::13.7 ( (g~~ .. Y/4"':::::::15) .
The decay widths of decuplet resonance to a baryon and a pion are also calculated with reasonable results. In the last section ( § 6), some remarks will be added. The explicit forms of baryon vertices are summarized in the Appendix. § 2. The B-S amplitudes of baryons From a point of view of the composite model for elementary particles, it is supposed that all hadrons are made out of a few number of basic particles Curbaryons). To describe such bound states as baryons and mesons relativistically, it is convenient to use the B-S amplitudes of them. It is, however, impossible to determine the amplitudes without knowledge of subhadronic interactions, and furthermore it will be scarcely possible to get the solutions of three-body B-S equation for baryons, even with a simplified subhadronic interactions. In the analysis made so far, the baryon B-S amplitudes are constructed formally by imposing SU(6) symmetry in some nonrelativistic cases or tJ (12) symmetry and Bargmann-Wigner equations in other relativistic cases. Taking a composite picture of elementary particles explicitly, we can obtain also similar results in terms of a direct product of free urbaryon spinors moving with the same momentum of baryon by neglecting the effects of interaction and relative motion of urbaryons. Such procedures are very profitable for explaining some experimental data. However, the effects of internal interaction and relative motion reveal themselves in the case of mesons (see I and II), and it would be very important to investigate their effects in the baryon cases, and further to find out the reason why SU (6) or tJ (12) symmetry is so successful in a sense.
From such a point of view, we investigate here, the B-S amplitudes of baryons as three-body bound states, taking account of the interactions and relative motions among urbaryons effectively. In order to determine forms of the B-S amplitude, we impose the following conditions:
i) The amplitudes are eigenfunctions with a definite spin in the rest system of baryons. ii) The amplitudes have an appropriate unitary spin character.
iii) The amplitudes consist of positive energy parts, the meaning of which will be explained in detail, later on. Let us start with the definition of the B-S amplitude and the adjoint of baryon as a bound state of three urbaryons; x~~~(P, x;" s, ~) = (2rc)B 12 j!; <OI T {1/Ja a (xt') ¢/ Cx2') ¢/ (xs')} IP, s, ~), (2 ·1a) x~~"a (P, X~J> s, ~) = (2rcY 12 j!; <P, s, 
where 1/Ja a (x) 's are urbaryon fields with spin or indices a and unitary spin indices a in Heisenberg representation, and the ket vector I P, s, ~) denotes the bound state with momentum P, mass m, spin s and unitary spin ~. The coordinate xi of the i-th urbaryon, the coordinate x/ relative to the c.m. of baryon and the relative coordinate x: 1 between the i-th and j-th urbaryons are related to each other as follows :
In general, the function Xafir (P, x;J> s)*' with three spinor indices is divided into two parts, a totally symmetric part X{afir} (P, x~J> s) and a mixed symmetric one X [a,f!Jr(P, x;,, s) 
In order to get more explicit forms of 7J!/ (P, x;,) with spinor index r, we expand 7J!/' (P, x;,) in terms of spinor Ur (P) with momentum P and mass m of the baryon, and impose on the B-S amplitude the conditions i) and iii),***' the space-reflection invariance and the s-wave condition****' for the composite baryon state.
Then, we have the following expressions for X{afir} (P, x~1 , s) and 
xFA 1 (P, x;,) + Crpr6C)ap(r"u(P))rP· 2 (P, x~1) (2·4b) *> For simplicity, we omit here unitary spin indices. **> Throughout this paper, we use the following representation for r-matrices: hermitian ro, antihermitian Tk• hermitian rs( =irortT2rs), On the other hand, if we impose the Bargmann-Wigner equation on Eqs. (2·3a) and (2·3b), we obtain
if we set 1JI' 7 v"'(P, xi 1 ) =u/(P)Fv(P, xi,) and 1J.I'/(P, xi 1 ) =u 7 (P) ·FP(P, xi 1 ) as the solutions of Bargmann-Wigner equations. Comparing Eqs. (2 · 4a)""'"' (2 · 5b) with Eq. (2 · 6), we can see that Eqs. (2 · 4a)""'"' (2 · 5b) contain the terms (r"'u" (P) ) 7 and (r"'u (P) ) 7 which do not appear in the B-S amplitudes with Eq. (2 · 6), and further that the invariant functions F' (P, xi 1 ) of the former case are less restrictive than those of the latter one. Finally, for the convenience of later calculations, we summarize the spin and unitary spin character of B-S amplitudes, the latter of which is disregarded so far. As is easily seen from the definition of the B-S amplitude (2·1), the amplitude x~~~(P, x~1, s) with the s-wave condition (even function of xi 1 ) is symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of the pair (a, a), ({3, b), (r, c) for the case of Bose or Fermi basic particle, respectively. This means that a single triplet model with basic Fermions of spin 1/2 contradicts the favourable symmetric 56-dimensional representation of SU(6) for the s-wave composite baryons. *> The polarization vector fP<i> (P) satisfies the following relations: Expecting that such difficulties may be overcome by using the three-triplet model for basic Fermions or a single triplet model of basic particles obeying para-Fermi statistics, we consider the symmetric amplitudes with respect to the interchange of spin and unitary spin indices;
where n<abc} and N,/ represent usual decuplet and octet components of SU (3) group. § 3.
The electromagnetic interactions of baryons and normalization of the B-S amplitudes
In this section, we investigate the electromagnetic form factors of baryons with another purpose to normalize the B-S amplitudes. A possibility to obtain the absolute values of the magnetic moment of baryons will be shown also.
The electromagnetic current of our system is given in terms of basic fields c/Ja a (x) in the following form:
where the number of basic fields c/Jaa(x) and the charge matrix Q depend on the choice of our subhadronic models. Here, we consider, for simplicity, the case of quark-ace model favourable for the symmetry properties of baryons and their resonances, setting
The form factors will be obtained by substituting j,."m(X) for J,/ 11 (X) in Eq. 
For the later calculations of vanous vertices, we simplify the baryon B-S amplitudes, Eqs. (2·4a) and (2·4b), as we factorized those of mesons to the product form Eq. (3 · 2) of P-dependent part and x 2 -dependent one, on the basis of some reasonable considerations. We factorize the B-S amplitudes also in the case of baryons as follows:
where a, b, c are functions of P 2 only and F of x;j, the subscripts 0 and D mean octet and decuplet, respectively.
The electromagnetic form factors of baryons F/m (q 2 ) and those of their resonances H/m (q 2 ) are defined as follows:
with the normalization u<r) (P) u<r') (P) =iJrr'(r, r' = 1, 2) and u.,._ <r>u<r')>.. r' =1, 2, 3, 4) . Here, q"= (P2 -P1)"" Then, using Eqs. (A·2), (A·6) and the B-S amplitudes of baryons and vector mesons, the relevant form factors at q 2 = 0 are calculated as follows: (3 ·5c) "m, 2 8 where M and M* denote masses of octet and decuplet baryons respectively, and the summation ~" is taken over the possible vector-meson states. Here, other notations are given by
First, we note that in Eqs. (3·5a) and (3·5b), the term ~,(g, 7 jm, 2 )F0 (0)c, is simplified in an approximation m, 2 =m/~m., 2~m / as follows:
because of the normalization Tr(T"T"') =13""', and therefore that this term does not contribute to form factors in the case of models with traceless charge Tr(Q) = 0, i.e., in the case of quark-ace model or three-triplet model. Restricting ourselves to this case, hereafter we neglect this term as approximately very small.
Next we normalize the B-S amplitude by using the definition of the charge of baryons and their resonances. Imposing a condition on Eq. (3 · 5a) that the charge form factors at q 2 = 0 of such neutral baryons as n, A, etc., should be zero (or nearly zero in the present approximation), we obtain the following relation:
(ao-Mbo) which turns in virtue of the charge normalization (3 · 9) to 1 ( 2M) GM(O)=-1 + -~g, 7 (2f,+3d.,).
3 " " (3 ·11) From Eq. (3·11), the magnetic moment of proton, for example, is predicted to be /.J.ptheor=2.72 in units of ej2Mp, which should be compared with the experimental value /l.p exp = 2. 79. Magnetic moments of other baryons are shown in Table I , which are in good agreement with experiment. It should be remarked that the value of tc(::::::l.09 GeV =/=m,) which was determined in I plays an essential role in reproducing the magnitude of the experimental magnetic moments. /1-decay of them. In our analysis of the /1-interaction of baryons, we assume, as is usually accepted, the following form for the weak interaction Hamiltonian at the subhadronic level:
with currents of the form J,.. w (X) = j,..tep (X) + j,.. nad (X), the hadronic part of which is expressed in terms of basic fields t/Ja a (x) as follows:
where the weak coupling constant G = (1/ mp 2 ) X 1.01 X 10-5 and the weak matrix For the calculation of the /1-decay rate of baryons, it is necessary to get the matrix elements of the weak current j/ad(X) between baryons, which are formally given in Eq. (A· 2). As the main possible states mediating the weak processes in Eq. (A· 2), we can take account of only so far observed particles such as pseudoscalar mesons-(n:, K, etc.), vector mesons (p, K*, etc.) and axial vector mesons (A1-and B-families), just in the same way as we took only p, ()) and ¢ vector mesons as the possible mediating states for the calculation of the electromagnetic form factors in § 3. From the point of view we developed so far, these intermediary mesons are considered as sand p-wave bound state of urbaryon and antiurbaryon, and the explicit forms of their B-S amplitudes were given in II. The ps-meson contributes to the induced pseudoscalar part of weak form factors of baryons, the vector-meson to the vector and tensor parts. As for the axialvector meson which is considered as p-wave bound state, the B-S amplitudes are given as follows:
The axialvector mesons with the above B-S amplitudes*l do not contribute to the axialvector part of weak form factors against apparent expectation, and rather give the vector, tensor or induced pseudoscalar parts which can be neglected for *l Note that the value of the amplitudes (4·2) at x=O is not necessarily zero because nP(x) =xP/ ..;-x2. the calculation of decay widths because of the small momentum transfer. Thus, we cannot obtain the axialvector part of weak form factors as contributions of relatively low lying mesons predicted by composite models. This situation should be compared with that of the electromagnetic interactions, in which the various form factors at low energies are rather successfully described in terms of the vector-meson-dom inance model. This may indicate the existence of the fundamental weak boson yet to be discovered, the structure of which is somewhat different from those predicted by composite models. We here assume that the charged weak bosons exist and mediate weak leptonic processes. Although there is not any convincing clue to get an explicit form for the B-S amplitude of weak bosons at present, we tentatively assume the following B-S amplitudes for them except for the charge character of them:
te"
(4·3)
The form ( 4 · 3) assumed may be considered as a characteristic of weak boson which cannot be inferred from the usual composite model. The weak form factors F~,w(q 2 ) and G~,w(q 2 ) of baryons defined by ( 2) . "Fw ( 2) = -./2 (2nl E1E2 u In order to compare our theoretical results with experiments, now we have to fix the values of some parts contained in our theoretical formulae, referring to relatively exact experimental information, for example, the (g 4 / gv) -ratio and the decay rate of neutron:
(4·7) Taking the /1-decay data of neutron ( 4 · 7) as an input, we can predict the branching ratios for the /1-decay of other baryons, the results of which are tabulated in Table II. As is seen from Table II , agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable. In the analysis made so far, we have considered the /1-decay of baryons as a process mediated by weak bosons and have used a degree of freedom of unequality 
and therefore we are lead to a result, (g A/ gv ),.fl = 5/3, without a degree of freedom to adjust (g A/ gv ),.fl to the experimental value.
Of course, as mentioned in § 1, the results obtained in the weak-boson scheme can be obtained also in a scheme where the effects of direct weak interactions of urbaryons coexist with the effects of observed mesons. § 5.
Strong vertices of baryons and mesons
In this section, we investigate the strong vertices of baryons and mesons, especially the x-N and x-B* interactions.
First we estimate the NNx vertex which is given by Eq. (A·3) and is approximated like a form (A· 6) as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of the Appendix. As the B-S amplitudes to be inserted into these formulae, we use those of Eq. (2·4b) with Eq. (3·3) and those of ps-mesons given in Eq. (5·12) of I or in Eq. (3·2) of II for nucleon and pion, respectively. Then, the x-N vertex is shown to be NN,. )exp = 13.7 ((g'jjj,.) 2 / 4x = 15). A.greement between theory and experiment is fairly good. Next, we consider the strong pion-decay processes B*~B+x. By using Eqs. (A· 4), (A· 6) and (A· 7), the matrix element of these processes is given as follows: 38 Ge V respectively, for the coupling constant g 8 • 8 ,., we calculated the decay widths (5 · 7), *l the results of which are shown in Table   III as a function of the ratio an/ a0 together with experimental data. As is seen from Table III , agreement between theory and experiment is obtained by taking an/ a0 -:::::.l. From Eq. (3 · 9} this suggests a situation cn-:::::::.0, which means that the effects of interactions and relative motions among urbaryons in decuplet baryon resonances are small as well as in octet baryons (c0 -:::::.0). This fact may be reflected on some successful aspects of su (6)-or a (12) -symmetry version. Next, we should remark that the absolute, not relative, values for the magnetic moments of baryons predicted by our theory are in good agreement with experimental ones. Similar results were obtained also by Salam, Delbourgo and Strathdee. It would be stressed, however, that our electrop1agnetic vertex, for example, was calculated as a dynamical result of interacting urbaryons, compared with rather formal and artificial definition of their magnetic current. That is, although the expression (3 ·11 where rR denotes one of Dirac's r-matrices and T 1 one of unitary spin matrices. The matrix element of the current between baryons is given in the form: 
where m1 and m 2 denote the final and initial baryon masses, and XM is the B-S amplitude of the particle with mass m8 mediating the processes concerned here.
The On the other hand, the matrix element of the decay process B* (P2, s2, ~2) ~ B(Pb s1, ~1) + M(P8, sa. ~s) is expressed by the function K as is seen from Fig. 1 :
where B* (Ph sb ~1), B(P2, s,, ~,) and M(Pa, sa, ~a) denote baryon resonance, baryon and meson with momentum Pi, spin si and unitary spin ~i' respectively.
Thus, the matrix elements of currents and of strong decay processes are determined completely in terms of B-S amplitudes and the irreducible diagram 3!1. For the function 3!1, we assume the same approximation as that of I and II, that l.s, (i) the function .5li can be approximated to the lowest-order irreducible diagram consistent with Okubo ansatz or Iizuka rule 10 l including the ordinary spin suffixes, (ii) the momentum of the urbaryons in the function .5li can be neglected in comparison with the mass m0 of urbaryons.
These assumptions correspond in a sense to a partial neglect of the interactions and relative motions of urbaryon in the vertex part. However, taking account of the fact that the mass mi and the momentum Pi of baryons participating in a type of vertices (strong, electromagnetic or weak type) are nearly equal, we may expect that the effects neglected will give roughly equal contributions for various processes of a vertex type and therefore can be factorized to a simplified .5li.
Under the above assumptions, the function 3rt is approximated as follows (see :::::.mo 4 [{Ja, lia, .IJ b, b, {J c, c, {Ja, al1a, iJ fltflo{Jr, ' ) {] 4 (x/zl) the B-S amplitudes of baryons are even functions of internal coordinates y~1 and z~1, and further the fact that amplitudes of baryons are totally symmetric with respect to the interchange of spin and unitary spin index pair, we can show that three types of diagrams in Fig. 2 give the same result. Therefore, the function Kin Eq. (A·3) is simplified as follows:
K,,,,,,,,,,.,,,(P~> q, P2) = (2nYa'(Pl+q-P,) ·3mo 4 J fJd 4 
The product of three amplitudes in Eq. (A·6) is expressed by using Eq. (2 · 7) and its adjoint amplitude in the following way: f.iXr 1[p,,a,] Xa,a,X[a2,p1]r1 (5f T + 3dT + 2C T) + f2Xr.[.8 1 ,a1] Xa,a,X[a,,r 1]p 1 (2fT+ 3dT-C T),
